
May Students of the Month – Creativity

Gr K - Mrs. Adams. Basil Holland is our Student of the Month. Basil shows his
creativity through his artwork, building, and problem solving. Basil is able to think
creatively to reach his goals. Keep up the good work!

Gr K - Mrs. Gunderson. Karianna Klammer is our May Student of the Month. When it
comes to creativity Karianna has no short supply. Karianna is quick to have big ideas
and loves to create art for herself and others. Karianna's problem solving skills always
include creative ideas that many may not even think of. Karianna is constantly sharing
her art with others and the art she has brought her teacher and classmates as well as
the art she has taken home is always brimming with creativity. Karianna's creativity is
inspiring and we can't wait to see where it takes her!

Gr K - Ms. Ready. The Character Strong theme for May is creativity. We learned that
creativity is using your imagination to create something new or solve a problem. I am
pleased to announce Piper Simpson as our student of the month. Piper uses creativity
in her play and work throughout the school day. She enjoys using materials in unique
and interesting ways and she brings joy to others by sharing things she creates.
Congratulations Piper!



Gr 1 - Ms. Entinger. I nominate Christopher Olson for student of the month for creativity.
Christopher is someone who has a creative mind. When giving an assignment or activity
he thinks outside the box. Christopher has a passion for art and uses that in his
everyday life.

Gr 1 - Mrs. Myhre. My May nomination is Logan Puncochar. Logan shares many useful
and creative ideas in the classroom. Each of these ideas promotes positivity in the
classroom. She is a creative thinker, puts forth her best effort, and truly cares about her
friends. She is also creative in her work, creating doodles and special pictures for
friends.

Gr 1 - Mr. Paulson. Lukas Borders has been chosen as the Student of the Month for
May, showcasing the exceptional qualities that define him as a remarkable member of
our class. His dedication and creativity are evident in all his endeavors. Lukas's
determination to consistently tackle challenges head-on and never shies away from
putting in the hard work necessary to succeed. Throughout the year, he has
demonstrated remarkable growth, not just academically but also in his personal
development, showing a maturity and resilience that inspires his peers. Moreover,
Lukas is consistently ready to offer assistance, whether it's helping classmates with
challenging assignments or activities. His positive impact and dedication make him a
deserving recipient of this honor.

Gr 2 - Mrs. Bresnahan. May's Character Strong characteristic is Creativity. Creativity is
using your imagination to create something new or solve a problem. Our class would
like to recognize Ally Borrell. Ally has many creative solutions and organization ideas for
problems in our classroom. She is hardworking and very particular about her work that
she turns in. She is eager to help out a fellow classmate. Ally has many of the Character
strong qualities that we learned throughout this school year. She is a great role model
for her fellow classmates. Keep up the great work, Ally.

Gr 2 - Mrs. Rice. David Decker is always thinking outside the box. Whether it is an art,
science, math or reading challenge, David applies creative thinking! He uses his finely
tuned and carefully crafted imagination to solve problems and create new things. David
takes his time and adds many details to explain his creative thinking. We are always
excited to see and hear about how David solves problems in class because of his
creativity! David, you inspire us all!

Gr 2 - Mrs. Shea. Maya Bauman is always creating, crafting, and thinking in creative
ways. Whether it be an art project, science, math, or reading challenge, she is always
using a creative touch. Maya makes a plan to execute with precision, carefully thinking
through her process and projects. I have highly enjoyed seeing Maya work in creative
ways and see what she can come up with. Keep being you Maya!



Gr 3 - Mrs. Johnson. Creativity is using your imagination to create something new or to
solve a problem. This is a trait that Emma Van Regenmorter shows often. Emma is very
artistic, talented, and thinks outside the box. She spends much of her after work choice
time designing and drawing. This takes a great deal of focus. Emma lights up when she
discusses her drawings and projects. It is clear that her imagination “runs wild.” This
skill brings joy not only to Emma, but to her classmates as well. Keep up the terrific
work, creativity, and patience Emma!

Gr 3 - Mrs. Lindstrom. Lilly Wotczak is our student of the month for the character trait
Creativity. Lilly shows creativity by embracing challenges, obstacles, and even every
day class work with a creative and unique mindset. Lilly looks at the world through a
different lens and thrives when she is able to express her creative spirit. Lilly is curious
about the world around her, frequently seeking out answers to her questions. Way to go,
Lilly!

Gr 4 - Ms. Krueger. Throughout the school year Anabella Vang has shown her
creativity. She is always thinking outside of the box and giving everything its full effort.
She takes her time and really has displayed her artistic ability on her assignments.
Everyone loves to see what she has created!

Gr 4 - Ms. Larsen. Garret Jude has shown creativity in our class projects. He does a
great job adding color and design to his assignments and art projects. He is able to add
creativity to his assignments to make them stand out. He is proud of the work he
creates and is always willing to help others be creative also. Keep up the amazing work
Garret!


